




Since 1967, United Way of Northern BC has been

mobilizing everyday people and organizations to

contribute to programs that support communities in

the north.

 

We’re listening to what people are saying. The

demands of contemporary living and our desires for

how we engage with our communities are evolving.

To adapt to the ever-changing world and needs of

the well-connected individual, we are on the edge

of dramatic transformation in our organization. From

inside out, we are actively changing, responding to

what we’ve heard from both our donors and the

communities we serve.

 

We are embarking upon a new journey to connect

people in Northern BC to where the need is the

greatest, to empowering people and organizations

with opportunities to make a difference in their local

community, the ability to see the direct impact they

are making, and to know they are doing something

amazing for someone right where they live.

Investing
in People.
Impacting

Lives.





YOUR LOCAL LOVE IN ACTION 
HELPED PEOPLE IN NEED



TOTAL
PARTNER
AGENCIES162

TOTAL
PROGRAMS

222



Total investments
$1,989,845



All That
Kids Can Be

173
Programs

helping kids
be all they

can be
 

$905,068

Helping kids get the education and opportunities they

deserve. A key pillar in developing strong communities is

ensuring kids can be all they can be. The United Way of

Northern BC provides supports to help kids get the

education they deserve, starting at the earliest possible age,

and continuing through to adulthood.

 

United Way of Northern British Columbia invests in

immediate strategies such as services for families, children,

youth, and young adults so they can get a healthy start in life

and stable support relationships. We invest in culturally

specific services that encourage and support the growth of

language, customs, and beliefs. Long term strategies include

addressing the underlying conditions that create barriers to

education, stable and supportive relationships, safe and

secure environments, and employment for young people.

STRATEGY

1 in 4 children in Northern BC are

vulnerable in one or more areas of

development—such as communication

skills, social competency and language

development—prior to entering Grade 1.

Provides nutritious
snacks to 100 kids at
an after-school
program.
 
 
Provides three at-risk
primary school
children with the
necessary school
supplies to start the
year off right.

$70

$130



From 
Poverty to
Possibility

21
Programs
helping
move from
poverty to
possibility
 

$634,964

There are many circumstances that lead to a life of poverty.

Sometimes poor choices are made, other times these

choices are thrust upon people. Whatever the reason, if a

person in need is willing to build a new life they deserve our

support and guidance. Each year not-for-profit agencies,

that provide community social programming, can apply for

Community Investment and Impact Funding from the United

Way. We fund programs throughout the region that work

tirelessly on issues around poverty and provide hope for a

better quality of life.

 

United Way of Northern British Columbia helps provide

access to critical community health and social services that

support individuals and families who are hungry, homeless,

or unemployed. Going beyond responding to the symptoms

of poverty, we invest in research and programs that address

the underlying root causes of poverty. The United Way of

Northern British Columbia gives those in need a hand up,

not just a hand out.

 

STRATEGY

35,000 Canadians are homeless on any

given night. 

 

For too many people across Northern

BC, poverty is a daily and difficult

struggle. We help address the unique

nature of poverty in rural communities.

Provides one meal
to someone who is

homeless, giving
them refuge in a

safe environment.
 
 

Provides a frost
prevention kit for

two homeless
people, including a
scarf, toque, gloves

and pocket
warmers.

$5

$50



 Healthy
People,
Strong

Communities

27
Programs

helping
healthy

people strong
communities

 

$168,900
 

Helping people get healthy and stay healthy, physically

and mentallyA community is only as strong as the sum

of its parts. But in too many places across Northern BC,

residents find it difficult to access the essential services

and supports they need to succeed. These barriers are

often amplified for vulnerable individuals—including

seniors, people living with disabilities and newcomers—

and can lead to challenges like social exclusion and

mental illness

 

United Way of Northern British Columbia provides

access to critical community health and social services

that support individuals, families, seniors, and

particularly those who are struggling with physical or

mental health issues.

STRATEGY

The strength of a community is in

the wellbeing of the people who live

there. Everyone – no matter who

they are or where they live – needs

the chance to reach their full

potential.

Provides a senior
living with
Alzheimer’s with a
weekly visit for three
months
 
 
Provides a woman
who has experienced
violence with 16
weeks of group
therapy

$100

$375



71
Number of
Workplace
Campaigns

Top 25 Workplace
Campaigns

Community
Champions

Government
Funded Programs
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